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3.   This green belt is so close to Birmingham city centre, as well as Black Country conurbations, 
that it offers a rapid 'escape to the country' - a resource to be treasured - not destroyed. 

      This green belt offers a clear boundary between neighbouring counties which supports the 
individual identity of the Black Country Region both locally and nationally.  

       Use of green belt, especially heritage sites and productive agricultural land is contrary to the 
national strategy for sustainability. 

             

 Specific concerns for the Black Country 

  

4.   Not consistent with government, regional and local directives  
-  the government and Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership has focussed priority on 
the regeneration of Dudley and Wolverhampton in key ways, notably local light rail 
development, educational and business expansion in Dudley, development of 
Wolverhampton City College, regeneration of Walsall Waterfront, deliver additional housing 
within Sandwell and Dudley, 
-  ignores the pressing need to regenerate the many vacant and eye-sore brown field sites, 
especially within the Sandwell and Wolverhampton areas. 
- why has consideration not been given to mixed-use developments?  Eg commercial 
premises with residential property above/below; creation of a 'cafe culture'; planning rules 
which permit/encourage home-based employment (cut commuting, invigorate localities 
9am-5pm). Keeping areas active day and evening offers an economic use of resources and 
is supportive to the human and built environment    

5.   Lack of infrastructure 

-   the A456 corridor is already beyond efficient capacity for access to/from central 
Birmingham and motorway complex (itself under strain) 
-  the proposal does not take account of growth and transport demands currently incurred 
by and planned for in locations beyond the western boundaries of the Birmingham and 
Black Country conurbation  

6.   Loss of heritage site 

-  Loss or partial loss of the grounds of Halesowen Abbey and associated medieval water 
control features of the sloping grounds which comprise a scheduled ancient monument and 
archaeological area  

7.  Unnecessary loss of green belt 
-  this contravenes national and local priorities: diversion of funds in this way may 
compromise support to the region for national priority developments which would deter 
commercial support 

  

Yours faithfully 




